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Scope and content of collection 
Records relating to the pro-Nazi alliance, also known as European Union of Racists, whose purpose was 

to repulse purported Jewish influence on national life in various countries. Included are 
organizational bylaws, samples of the alliance periodical Judenkenner, materials on Jews and 
Freemasons, correspondence with local branches of the alliance and with Munich NSDAP 
headquarters, announcements of lectures, reports from sympathetic visitors to Germany who 
repudiated "Jewish hate propaganda," membership lists, and proofs of racial purity. 

 
Note: USHMM Archives holds only selected records. 
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Administrative Information  
 
Restrictions on access:  No restrictions on access. 
 
Restrictions on reproduction and use:  Reproduction and publication only with written permission of 

the Russian State Military Archives. 
 
Preferred citation:  Preferred citation for USHMM archival collections; consult the USHMM website 

for guidance. 
 
Acquisition information: Source of acquisition is the Russian State Military Archive (Rossiĭskiĭ 

gosudarstvennyĭ voennyĭ arkhiv), Osobyi Archive, Fond 1299. The United States Holocaust 
Memorial Museum Archives received the filmed collection via the United States Holocaust 
Memorial Museum International Archival Programs Division in 1993. 

 
Existence and location of originals: Rossiĭskiĭ gosudarstvennyĭ voennyĭ arkhiv 
 
Related materials:  

 Fishman, D. E. and Kupovetsky, M, Kuzelenkov, V. (ed.), Nazi-Looted Jewish Archives in Moscow. 
A guide to Jewish Historical and Cultural Collections in the Russian State Military Archive. 
Scranton: University of Scranton Press 2010. Published in association with the United States 
Holocaust memorial Museum and The Jewish Theological Seminary. 

 http://www.sonderarchiv.de/fondverzeichnis.htm [accessed 12 September 2018] 

 Browder, G. C. Captured German and other Nation's Documents in the Osobyi (Special) Archive, 
Moscow. Published by: Cambridge University Press on behalf of Conference Group for Central 
European History of the American Historical Association. Internet access: 
http://www.jstor.org/stable/4546224 [accessed 12 September 2018] 

 
Processing history: Processed by Aleksandra Borecka, 2018. 
 
 
Historical note 
Source Archives Title: Bund "Völkischer Europäer". Abteilung Deutschland, Berlin. 
 
 
System of arrangement 
Fond 1299 (1933-1935). Opis 1, delo 1-31. Arranged in two series: 1. Records relating to organization 

and regulations of the World Union of the Alliance of Racists Univerelle; 2. Correspondence, 
reports, membership lists, proof of racial purity, etc., 1933-1935. 

 
Note: Microfilm reels: 93 [middle of the reel] - 94 (total 31 folders) 

 
 
Indexing terms 

Nationalsozialistische Deutsche Arbeiter--Partei. 
Jews--Persecutions--Germany--History--20th century. 
Antisemitism--Germany--20th century. 
Racism--Political aspects--Germany--History--20th century. 

http://www.sonderarchiv.de/fondverzeichnis.htm
http://www.jstor.org/stable/4546224
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Freemasons--Germany--History--20th century. 
Propaganda, German--History--20th century. 
National socialism--Germany--History--20th century. 
Germany--Politics and government--1933-1945. 
France--Ethnic relations--History--20th century. 
Clippings (Books, newspapers, etc.) 
Correspondence. 
Registers. 
Reports. 

 

CONTAINER LIST 
 
Reel 93 
 

Fond 1299, opis 1 
 
1 Information about the World Union of the Alliance of Racists; namelists of council 

members of Union. 1935. 11 pp. Folder begins at image 1047 
 
2 Regulations of European Union of Racists. Organization information. 1933. 61 pp. Folder 

begins at image 1070 
 
 Organization of the Federation of European Nationals, with purpose to assist aryans 

throughout Europe to avert foreign nationalist and particularly Jewish influences on their 
cultural life; "Hitler's Germany is the most powerful example of national thought and 
feelings, and its influence extends beyond Germany's borders." 1933. 

 
3 Regulations and draft regulations of the Union. 1933 - 1934. 167 pp. Folder begins at 

image 1136 
 
 More about the organization mentioned in folder 2; its subtitle is “Alliance Raciste 

Universelle, a Federation of Those Who Know Judaism.” With facsimile of press organ of 
organization, "Judenkenner" [Expert on Jews]. 1933-1934. 

 
4 Draft instruction to Union members regarding aims and tasks. Anti-Semitic articles: 

"Kidnapped Jewish documents," "A Preventive War," and others. no date. 31 pp. Folder 
begins at image 1363 

 
 Various items and materials pertaining to the Federation, both expository and 

administrative. 1933-1935. 
 
5 Correspondence. no date. Folder begins at image 1398 
 
 Various items and materials pertaining to the Federation, both expository and 

administrative. 1933-1935. 
 
6 Idem. Folder begins at image 1464 
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 Various items and materials pertaining to the Federation, both expository and 

administrative. 1933-1935. 
 
7 Idem. Folder begins at image 1650 
 
 Various items and materials pertaining to the Federation, both expository and 

administrative. 1933-1935. 
 
8 Idem. Folder begins at image 1749 
 
 Various items and materials pertaining to the Federation, both expository and 

administrative. Correspondence between Munich Party Headquarters and the 
Federation. 1933-1935. 

 
9 Idem. Folder begins at image 1767 
 
 Various items and materials pertaining to the Federation, both expository and 

administrative. 1933-1935. 
 
10 Idem. Folder begins at image 1897 
 
 Various items and materials pertaining to the Federation, both expository and 

administrative. 1933-1935. 
 
11 Idem. Folder begins at image 1927 
 
 Various items and materials pertaining to the Federation, both expository and 

administrative. 1933-1935. 
 
12 Idem. Folder begins at image 1945 
 
 Various items and materials pertaining to the Federation, both expository and 

administrative. Announcements of lectures under Federation auspices. 1933-1935. 
 
13 Idem. Folder begins at image 2047 
 
 Various items and materials pertaining to the Federation, both expository and 

administrative. 1933-1935. 
 
14 Idem. Folder begins at image 2076 
 
 Various items and materials pertaining to the Federation, both expository and 

administrative. 1933-1935. 
 
15 Correspondence with local organizations. Folder begins at image 2081 
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 Various items and materials pertaining to the Federation, both expository and 
administrative. 1933-1935. 

 
16 Idem. Folder begins at image 2097 
 
 Various items and materials pertaining to the Federation, both expository and 

administrative. 1933-1935. 
 
17 Idem. Folder begins at image 2122 
 
 Various items and materials pertaining to the Federation, both expository and 

administrative. 1933-1935. 
 
18 Idem. Folder begins at image 2131 
 
 Various items and materials pertaining to the Federation, both expository and 

administrative. More correspondence, with this sticker in French: Le juiverie n'est pas 
une religion, mais une nation hostile aux chrétiens. 1933-1935. 

 
Reel 94 

 
19 Idem. Folder begins at image 6 
 
 Additional Federation correspondence, organizational matters, membership lists, proof 

of racial purity, etc. Reports from people from Federation who had come from abroad to 
see Germany and who repudiated "Jewish hate propaganda." 1933-1935. 

 
20 Idem. Folder begins at image 65 
 
 Additional Federation correspondence, organizational matters, membership lists, proof 

of racial purity, etc. Reports from people from Federation who had come from abroad to 
see Germany and who repudiated "Jewish hate propaganda." 1933-1935. 

 
21 Idem. Folder begins at image 72 
 
 Additional Federation correspondence, organizational matters, membership lists, proof 

of racial purity, etc. Reports from people from Federation who had come from abroad to 
see Germany and who repudiated "Jewish hate propaganda." 1933-1935. 

 
22 Idem. Folder begins at image 122 
 
 Additional Federation correspondence, organizational matters, membership lists, proof 

of racial purity, etc. Reports from people from Federation who had come from abroad to 
see Germany and who repudiated "Jewish hate propaganda." 1933-1935. 

 
23 Idem. Folder begins at image 169 
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 Additional Federation correspondence, organizational matters, membership lists, proof 
of racial purity, etc. Reports from people from Federation who had come from abroad to 
see Germany and who repudiated "Jewish hate propaganda." 1933-1935. 

 
24 Idem. Folder begins at image 199 
 
 Additional Federation correspondence, organizational matters, membership lists, proof 

of racial purity, etc. Reports from people from Federation who had come from abroad to 
see Germany and who repudiated "Jewish hate propaganda." 1933-1935. 

 
25 Idem. Folder begins at image 247 
 
 Additional Federation correspondence, organizational matters, membership lists, proof 

of racial purity, etc. Reports from people from Federation who had come from abroad to 
see Germany and who repudiated "Jewish hate propaganda." 1933-1935. 

 
26 Idem. Folder begins at image 257 
 
 Additional Federation correspondence, organizational matters, membership lists, proof 

of racial purity, etc. Reports from people from Federation who had come from abroad to 
see Germany and who repudiated "Jewish hate propaganda." 1933-1935. 

 
27 Idem. Folder begins at image 270 
 
 Additional Federation correspondence, organizational matters, membership lists, proof 

of racial purity, etc. Reports from people from Federation who had come from abroad to 
see Germany and who repudiated "Jewish hate propaganda." 1933-1935. 

 
28 Name lists. no date. 3 pp. Folder begins at image 292 
 
 Additional Federation correspondence, organizational matters, membership lists, proof 

of racial purity, etc. Reports from people from Federation who had come from abroad to 
see Germany and who repudiated "Jewish hate propaganda." 1933-1935. 

 
29 Articles and clippings. no date. Folder begins at image 299 
 
 Additional Federation correspondence, organizational matters, membership lists, proof 

of racial purity, etc. Reports from people from Federation who had come from abroad to 
see Germany and who repudiated "Jewish hate propaganda." 1933-1935. 

 
30 Idem. Folder begins at image 312 
 
 Additional Federation correspondence, organizational matters, membership lists, proof 

of racial purity, etc. Reports from people from Federation who had come from abroad to 
see Germany and who repudiated "Jewish hate propaganda." 1933-1935. 

 
31 Idem. Folder begins at image 339 
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 Additional Federation correspondence, organizational matters, membership lists, proof 
of racial purity, etc. Reports from people from Federation who had come from abroad to 
see Germany and who repudiated "Jewish hate propaganda." 1933-1935 


